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St. Gregory the Great Academy 
Scrip Program 

 
Peace be with you!  As you may recall, the Parish Family Partnership detailed the various tuition categories that 
are available to our families with students in Kindergarten through Grade 8.  In order to qualify for Category A 
(the lowest tuition rate), families are asked to fulfill the provisions listed on the back of the form.  One of these 
provisions (item “B”) states:  The total of the school rebates for all Scrip purchases must equal $350.00. Families 
who do not meet the $350.00 fundraising commitment will need to pay the balance by June 1, 2024; families 
who exceed the $350.00 fundraising commitment will receive a tuition voucher (credit/refund) equal to the 
excess amount over $350.00 by June 30, 2024. St. Gregory the Great Academy partners with Raise Right 
(formerly Great Lakes Scrip Center) to facilitate this program.  You may learn more about the program on the 
attached pages. 
 
Please note: 
 
1. Each family who wishes to participate in the program (instead of “buying out” for $350.00) needs to create an 
account on the Raise Right website HERE:  https://www.raiseright.com/resources/participant/start-earning/.  
You will need the SGGA enrollment code (L1D49AF944392) to link your account to us. 
 
2. Before making purchases, you must set up electronic payments.  Even though the system will offer you the 
option of placing an order and paying for it manually with a check in school, SGGA does not use this option.  Thus, 
if an order is submitted with this payment method it will just be deleted. 
 
3. Orders for electronic cards and reloads happen via the Raise Right website/app.  Some physical cards can be 
mailed to your home, while others are only able to be shipped to the school.  This will be indicated on the website. 
 
4.  Orders which need to be physically shipped to school are submitted each week on Thursday at noon and are 
generally ready to be picked up at school by the following Wednesday.  Orders must be picked up by an adult at 
the Main Office. 
 
There are hundreds of merchants who have made scrip available to purchase via this system, including ShopRite, 
Acme, Wegmans, Amazon, Walgreens, Home Depot, Lowes, and many other commonly visited stores.  We would 
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also like to highlight the local vendors who have joined our program; please consider patronizing the local 
vendors as they all provide generous rebate percentages.  Our local vendors include Brothers Pizza on 33, 
Amari’s Restaurant, Foley’s Market, Pete’s Steakhouse, and Caesar’s Bagels.  If you have any questions about 
the Online Scrip Program, please feel free to contact the Main Office.   
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